# EYFS MEDIUM TERM PLANNING
## Spring 1 2019
### THEME: SPACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>CLL</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>RE</th>
<th>Role Play</th>
<th>EA&amp;D</th>
<th>Other stories</th>
<th>UW</th>
<th>PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Week 1** | **What is space?**  
Whatever Next!  
Instructions  
Sequencing language – first, second, then, next, after that, finally | Maths outdoor | Caritas | Space station with space tent inside. | Junk modelling | Rocket  
Billy bean’s dream  
To the moon  
The sun and the moon | Changes  
Can I talk about why things happen and how things work?  
(Link to CLL- asking questions and explanations) | Recap: throw and catch- any gaps on sheet to consolidate. | Games – batting |
| **Week 2** | **What will you see in Space?**  
Man on the moon | Intro- Doubles with numicon shapes.  
One more and less from a number within 20. | AT1 Learning about religion  
i beliefs, teaching and sources  
ii celebration and ritual  
iii social and moral practices and way of life | Enhancements  
Moon rocks  
Costumes to dress up  
Torches  
Paper  
Pens | Enhancements  
Girls love underpants  
Five little men | | | |
| **Week 3** | **Intro- Counting in 2’s.**  
Recap subtraction using objects.  
Spot the difference.  
Teach- Separate a given number of objects into two groups.  
Finding a total by counting on using 2 dice.  
Days of the week song, everyday language linked to time. | | AT2 Learning from religion  
i engagement with own and others beliefs and values  
ii engagement with questions and meaning  
Discover what a celebration is, the elements of celebration and how people celebrate. | | | | | |
| **Week 4** | **What would it be like to visit the moon?**  
Exploring astronauts- Neil Armstrong | | | | | | | |
| **Week 5** | **Intro- Counting in 2’s.**  
Recap subtraction using objects.  
Spot the difference.  
Teach- Separate a given number of objects into two groups.  
Finding a total by counting on using 2 dice.  
Days of the week song, everyday language linked to time. | | | | | | | |
| **Week 6** | **Eureka Trip** | | | | | | | |
| **Week 7** | | | | | | | | |